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our pledge

We promise to sell your house faster,
achieve a higher price for it and give you a
better service than any of our competitors.
We have a reputation as Didsbury’s most
innovative, hard working estate agent and
understand the characteristics and fast
moving nature of the local market.
Rob Kennedy

2022

welcome

Built within the backdrop of wealthy

with family sized villas, mansion terraces, and

merchant mansion homes and exclusive

sought after modern and converted luxury

conservation areas, Didsbury offers a wide

apartment developments. Both villages have

variety of exclusive properties with early

beautiful parks, outstanding educational

Victorian cottages; late Victorian terraces

establishments, specialist food shops, a well

and traditional semi’s through to ‘Arts and

established cafe culture, upmarket bars and

Crafts’ detached family homes and futuristic

award winning restaurants.

apartment and townhouse developments.

The marketplace during 2021 has seen

Fashionable West Didsbury village consists of

a surge in the local property market with

predominantly late Victorian terrace properties

record levels of sales and many properties

arranged around irrepressible Burton Road

generating multiple bids.
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House prices have increased as a result and properties

surrounding areas should remain positive in the

are selling and completing faster.

coming year.

During these unprecedented times the importance of

During 2022 we will be marketing over a third

‘home’ has increased with many buyers wanting more

of all available properties in Didsbury giving you

space for working from home; more space to relax

direct access to the best homes in the area, all

and exercise, and many buyers wanting more outside

marketed with moving video tours.

space, easy access to a local park or a larger garden.
The much publicised ‘stamp duty holiday’ was another
fantastic boost for the property market in 2021 but the
real driver has been ultra-low interest rates set at 0.1%
and a confidence that house prices in Didsbury and the
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our
approach
reasons why we’re the most
recommended agent in Didsbury
Covid-19 secure procedures - ensuring the safety of our
customers and teams during in-person appointments
15 years of unrivalled success
achieving 98% of the asking price on average in 2021
the only agent who can jointly market your property
from Didsbury and West Didsbury villages
a reputation for achieving the highest price possible
independently owned and run by Rob Kennedy
Rob Kennedy consistently sells Didsbury’s most 			
expensive and exclusive homes
provide a bespoke service, tailored to the client
we are a progressive company who financially support, and
are actively involved with, local charities and schools

With 15 years experience of
knowing the people, the places and
the properties in both Didsbury and
The Heatons, Rob Kennedy offers
you the most comprehensive,
creative and well-informed estate
agency package in the village,
maximising the price you can
achieve in this buoyant market.

Covid-19 Secure Procedures
Ensuring the safety of our customers and
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We have created a strong and
distinctive brand to make Philip
James Kennedy the most 		
recognisable estate agent in the
village, attracting hundreds of
buyers every month. We apply
this creative approach to marketing
your property skilfully and 		
efficiently, to achieve a faster sale at
a higher price. This is our strength.

why we’re
different
we don’t just take a picture
our specialist copywriters create
well-written glossy brochures with:
scaled and measured floor plans
3D images, including location, land
registry maps and aerial views
contemporary design templates

professional photography
professional photography is essential to
show your property to its best advantage,
we use: wide angled lenses, optimum
lighting, creative framing, advanced photo
software, architectural photographers,

mast images when appropriate, moving
drone photography

video tours
we are proud to be the first estate agent
in Didsbury to offer bespoke video walk
throughs to make your property stand out
from the competition
our tailored moving film in HD will create
a new format for buyers to experience
your property prior to viewing it
we’re using our new video walk throughs
to reach out to buyers in new ways through video emails, website emails,

expert advice
we employ and train a market
leading team
we have the highest staff-toproperty ratio in the village
we provide excellent knowledge of
Didsbury & West Didsbury villages
we know the properties we’re
selling, including the best selling
features
our consultants are skilled in
negotiation, sales and completion
we guide you through the legal
and selling process

accurate valuation
we have unique insight locally due
to the high volume of properties
we sell
we complete many valuations
every week
we have an intimate knowledge of
property prices in your immediate
area
we consider local features; village
access, restaurants, parks and
schools
we use iPad technology for
valuations and presentations

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter
boosts

the Didsbury office

longer opening hours

centrally located, prestigious corner
position

we introduced extended weekend and
late opening hours

state-of-the-art, illuminated windows
showcasing our properties for sale

80% of our accompanied viewings
take place during evenings and
weekends

inside is the largest marketing suite in
the village

we provide accompanied viewings
until 8pm for busy professionals

spacious enough to discuss specific
requirements or just have a chat

we offer viewings seven days a week
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our
people
The people at Philip James are our biggest
asset and the continuous training that we
all take part in ensures that our clients
benefit from the most relevant and useful
training available. As a progressive
company we attract and aim to recruit the
brightest and most enthusiastic
individuals giving them a dynamic, friendly
and incentivised environment to thrive in.
In an industry where turnover is high, the
longevity and experience of our teams is a
real asset enabling our clients to liaise with
the same individuals year after year.

After graduating from Newcastle University Rob joined a large
corporate agent and successfully ran the Sale office followed by
the Timperley and Hale offices, coming to the hallowed turf of
Didsbury in 1998. Under Rob’s leadership, each office was
transformed into a top performing Branch office. Always
uncomfortable with the restrictions of leading inflexible corporate
companies, Rob craved the freedom of his own business to practice
his own style of estate agency forming Philip James Kennedy in

Rob Kennedy
MANAGING DIRECTOR

2003. In 2015 Rob become a shareholder and Managing Director
within the whole of the Philip James Group which still remains one
of the only truly independent local estate agencies.
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market
leader
4%
6%

13%

SALES AGREED
2021
16%
Data is from Rightmove between
1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021, and based on
sales agreed on properties in the M20 area.

24%

37%

5%

12%

PRESTIGIOUS
SALES
2021
28%

55%

Data is from Rightmove between
1 January 2021 to 31 December 21, and based on
sales agreed where properties are priced from
£750k to £5m in the M20 area.
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our
culture

Supporting local people and businesses
is at the heart of Philip James and we are
proud to have supported many local 		
organisations, schools, charities and
sports groups over the last twenty years.
Our aim is to support local groups and
organisations to create places, events and
spaces that bring people together.

our
values
This all contributes to making our teams a
true part of their community and helps to
make the selling process as enjoyable and
rewarding as possible.
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Brand new properties are highly sought
after, so we have pioneered ‘The
Weekend Viewing Event’ marketing
strategy to ensure that your property 		
receives maximum exposure the day it
goes on the market.

the
weekend
viewing event
A different way to sell your property...

how it works
we allocate a weekend allowing the property to be
prepared for viewings in advance, and organise
appointment times introducing an element of
competition between buyers on the day. Unlike ‘Open
House’ when buyers turn up at the same time, our
events are strictly view by appointment which is far
more likely to generate offers from buyers who have
had a professional viewing of your home.

the offers
when buyers are aware of other interest and
viewings, your property becomes increasingly 		
desirable. With our team of negotiators hosting and
liaising with buyers you can relax and leave everything
to us.
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New developments make up a large
part of the Didsbury and West Didsbury
residential market and in recent years
Philip James Kennedy have been the
preferred marketing agent for these
schemes.

new
developments
& homes
We have overseen the marketing of recent well known sites such as St James Park by PJ
Livesey; Silverwood by Linear Homes; Derwent Court by Elan Homes; The Hollies on Palatine
Road by A CO Developments and Oakwood on Barlow Moor Road.

These developers have chosen Philip James
Kennedy to market their sites because of our
unrivalled success in selling and marketing

new homes with the most highly skilled
sales teams. Our strength lies in providing
our clients with realistic professional advice,
unlocking hidden potential and recognizing
where land could be better utilised and
property type and style utilised.
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It is said that ‘self praise is no
recommendation,’ a sentiment we
at Philip James Kennedy agree with.
Our reputation is based on our
ability to provide the best service
possible. Therefore, we value the
feedback our clients provide as it
comes from personal experience.

what’s
the word?

The second time I’ve sold my house
through Philip James Kennedy and they’ve
done a great job again. Thanks again to
Josh Parrott who was my main point of
contact.
Andy D

From the start (with Adam) to finish (even more so with Rebekah) our
experience with PJK has been exceptional. Knowledgeable and totally
professional staff who kept us up-to-date with all details concerning the sale
of our property, believe it or not they actually return phone calls, that’s a bonus
in itself. Competitive pricing and although not the cheapest you get what you
pay for, our house was sold on the first day of advertisement. We wouldn’t
hesitate in using their services in the future.
PCT Inspire

I’ve just completed on the purchase of

Just bought my first place! Many bumps in

my first house and couldn’t have done it

the road but Josh and the rest of the staff

without the help of Rebekah. From start

were AMAZING, always there to help and

to finish she has kept me updated with

guide…

regular calls and emails. Communication

Polly M

and transparency has been on point
between all parties and it has been a great
experience. Thanks for all your help!
Nicola O
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